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Abstract
& Most theories of visual processing assume that a target will
‘‘pop out’’ from an array of distractors (‘‘parallel’’ visual search,
e.g., color or orientation discrimination) if targets and
distractors can be discriminated without attention. When the
discrimination requires attention (e.g., rotated L vs. T or red–
green vs. green–red bisected disks), ‘‘serial’’ examination is
needed in visual search. Attentional requirements are also
frequently assessed by measuring interference from a concur-
rently performed attentionally demanding task. It is commonly
believed that attention acts equivalently in dual-task and visual
search paradigms, based on the implicit assumption that visual
attentional requirements can be defined along a single
dimension. Here we show that there is no such equivalence:
We report on targets that do not trigger pop-out, even though
they can be discriminated from distractors with attention
occupied elsewhere (natural scenes, color-orientation conjunc-
tions); conversely, we show that certain targets that pop out
among distractors need undivided attention to be effectively
discriminated from distractors when presented in isolation
(rotated L vs. +, depth-rotated cubes). In other words, visual
search and dual-task performance reveal attentional resources
along two independent dimensions. We suggest an interpreta-
tion of these results in terms of neuronal selectivities and
receptive field size effects. &
INTRODUCTION
A commonly accepted view of visual processing, largely
influenced by the 20-year-old ‘‘feature integration theo-
ry’’ of attention (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), holds that
our perception of the visual world relies on the parallel
extraction of a limited set of preattentive features,
followed by the serial integration of these features into
a coherent percept, a mechanism mediated by visual
attention. In visual search experiments, the detection of
‘‘basic’’ or ‘‘preattentive’’ features can thus be per-
formed in parallel, whereas searching for more complex
stimuli such as feature conjunctions typically requires a
serial examination by some form of attentional spotlight
(Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; Treisman & Gelade,
1980). In addition to the classical visual search para-
digm, ‘‘dual-task’’ experiments are often used to probe
the attentional requirements of discrimination tasks by
measuring interference from a concurrently performed
attentionally demanding task (Lee, Koch, & Braun, 1999;
Braun & Sagi, 1990; Braun, 1993, 1994; Braun & Julesz,
1998; Sperling & Melchner, 1978; Sperling & Dosher,
1986). Although there is no a priori reason to believe so,
visual search and dual-task paradigms are commonly
assumed to reveal the same attentional resource. [‘‘Fea-
tures not processed in parallel are also not discriminat-
ed outside the attentional focus’’ (Braun, 1998, p. 346).]
This relies on the notion that there exists a dichotomy of
visual discrimination tasks, with ‘‘parallel/preattentive’’
discriminations on the one hand, and ‘‘serial/attentive’’
discriminations on the other. More recent theories of
attention have acknowledged the need to redefine this
dualistic terminology, but continue instead to refer to a
‘‘continuum’’ of visual tasks (Norman & Bobrow, 1975)
along a single dimension, now entitled ‘‘easy vs. difficult’’
(Nakayama & Joseph, 1998; Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama,
1997) or ‘‘efficient vs. inefficient’’ (Wolfe, 1998).
Here we report that at least two independent dimen-
sions are necessary to describe the space of visual
discrimination tasks: one with respect to visual search
performance and another with respect to dual-task
performance. We provide examples of targets that do
not trigger pop-out even though they can be discrimi-
nated from distractors in dual-task situations, and of
targets that can be searched for in parallel even though
they cannot be discriminated from distractors when
attention is occupied by a concurrent task. Since it is
clear that both visual search and dual-task paradigms are
pertinent to the study of attention, we conclude that
there must exist at least two distinct visual attentional
resources. While the idea that there might exist multiple
attentional resources has been considered before (Kah-
neman, 1973; Treisman, 1969), it has not been widely
accepted in visual neuroscience. For clarity, in what
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follows we will refer to the specific attentional resource
revealed by visual search as ‘‘attentionvs,’’ and to that
revealed by dual tasks as ‘‘attentiondt,’’ with ‘‘preatten-
tivevs’’ (or, more intuitively, ‘‘parallel’’) and ‘‘preattenti-
vedt’’ denoting visual processes that are not limited by
the resource in question.
RESULTS
Visual Search for Some Preattentivedt Features/
Objects Is Serial
Animal versus Nonanimal
It has recently been demonstrated that the discrimina-
tion of natural scenes containing one or more animals—
insects, mammals, birds, and so on—from scenes that
contain no animal can be carried out concurrently with a
second attentionally demanding task (visual search
among five Ls and/or Ts at the center of the screen)
without a significant cost (Li, VanRullen, Koch, & Perona,
2002; see also Figures 2 and 3). Here we show that
although this categorization is not limited by attentiondt,
it does not result in parallel performance in a visual
search paradigm (i.e., it is in fact limited with respect
to attentionvs).
Eight naı¨ve subjects were asked to detect the presence
of a scene containing an animal in an array of up to 16
independent natural scenes. Half of the trials contained a
single target scene, whereas the other half contained
only distractor scenes. For comparison, the same sub-
jects were also asked in separate blocks to search for the
letter L (randomly rotated) among a number of signs +
(randomly rotated) or among an array of letters T
(randomly rotated). All three symbols (L, +, T) were
synthesized from the same two bars perpendicular to
each other. The former task is a well-known example of
pop-out, whereas the latter is known to require serial
search (e.g., Bergen & Julesz, 1983). The subjects were
presented with randomly alternating blocks of 96 trials of
these three different tasks. In all three tasks, the search
array (which could contain 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, or 16 stimuli)
was arranged at random locations on a 4  4 lattice that
subtended roughly 15  10 degrees of visual angle. The
symbols were about 1.58 in size, and each natural scene
subtended roughly 3.58  2.58.
In one experimental condition the search was ‘‘re-
sponse-terminated’’; that is, the search array remained
visible until the subjects responded by pressing one of
two possible keys (one for target-present, the other for
target-absent trials). The results presented in Figure 1A
show that the search for a natural scene among other
scenes is clearly ‘‘serial,’’ with search slopes comparable
to that of the ‘‘L versus T’’ discrimination: Search
slopes were 5 msec/item for the ‘‘L versus +’’ task
(target-present trials: 3.4 msec/item; target-absent trials:
6.3 msec/item), 42.5 msec/item in the case of the L versus
T task (target-present: 26.2 msec/item; target-absent:
58.1 msec/item), and 40 msec/item for the ‘‘animal versus
nonanimal’’ task (target-present: 15.8 msec/item; target-
absent: 62.8 msec/item).
We considered the possibility that parallel processing
could have nevertheless occurred for natural scenes,
but because of the task design, our subjects could have
been tempted to wait before responding to make their
decisions more reliable when the number of distractors
was increased (and thus the signal-to-noise ratio was
decreased). By masking all search arrays after 200 msec,
we ensured that there would be no advantage of
adopting this kind of strategy. Eight other naı¨ve sub-
jects performed this version of the experiment. In this
case, the motor response was given in a go/no-go
fashion by releasing the mouse button as soon as a
target was detected. As expected, the search slopes
obtained for all three different tasks were flat (i.e.,
between 0 and 2 msec/item), and thus the relevant
variable was the subjects’ percentage correct. The
results illustrated in Figure 1B show that here again,
the search for a natural scene among others was
carried out with a performance comparable to the
serial search task (L vs. T), and much different from
the parallel one (L vs. +).
Color-Orientation Conjunctions
In fact, a compatible conclusion can be inferred from
existing experimental results. It has long been known
that searching for a target defined by the conjunction
of some simple features such as color and orientation
results in serial search slopes (e.g., Treisman & Gelade,
1980). Note that this result has been challenged by
more recent studies in which this type of conjunction
search (e.g., orientation and color) could be as efficient
as any parallel search (e.g., Wolfe et al., 1989). How-
ever, this discrepancy in results has not been explained
(Wolfe, 1998), and one can reasonably assume that at
least under certain conditions color-orientation con-
junction search can lead to serial performance. Yet, a
recent dual-task experiment by Braun and Julesz (1998)
indicated that this type of discrimination can be per-
formed with divided attention. In these experiments,
subjects were required to identify peripherally flashed
‘‘objects’’ defined by a conjunction of color and orien-
tation (e.g., a green vertical bar was identified as
‘‘zucchini,’’ a red vertical bar as ‘‘carrot,’’ a red hori-
zontal bar as ’’poppies,’’ etc.; each of these nicknames
corresponded to a particular keyboard response) while
simultaneously performing the attentionally demanding
task mentioned previously (visual search among 5 Ts
and/or Ls). Whereas one of these stimuli among a
combination of the other ones does no always pop
out (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980; but see Wolfe et al.,
1989), it was perfectly possible for subjects to recognize
these stimuli in isolation, even when attentiondt was
tied down at fixation. The fact that this result chal-
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lenges the idea of an absolute equivalence between
attentiondt and attentionvs was not explicitly mentioned
by the authors.
Supportive evidence can also be derived from experi-
ments involving the processing of human faces. Nu-
merous visual search studies have demonstrated that
despite its obvious biological relevance, facial informa-
tion (e.g., identity, expression) is not registered in
parallel (Brown, Huey, & Findlay, 1997; Purcell, Stew-
art, & Skov, 1996; Nothdurft, 1993). Yet a recent dual-
task experiment indicates that facial information (in
this case, face gender) is available to our visual systems
even when attentiondt is not (Reddy, Wilken, Fried, &
Koch, 2002).
In summary, it appears that the absence of require-
ment with respect to attentiondt does not necessarily
translate into a parallel visual search. This finding seri-
ously challenges the idea of an equivalence between
visual attentional resources in different paradigms. We
now proceed to dissociate this equivalence by present-
ing evidence for parallel features that cannot be discrim-
inated without attentiondt.
Some Parallel Features/Objects Cannot Be
Discriminated without Attentiondt
Rotated L versus Rotated +
The search for the rotated letter L among many rotated
+ symbols and the search for the rotated letter L among
many rotated Ts are, respectively, two classical examples
of parallel and serial visual search (Bergen & Julesz,
1983; see also Figure 1). The latter task is also well
known to result in strong interference when performed
simultaneously with another attentionally demanding
task (Braun & Julesz, 1998). Here we investigate whether
the former task (rotated L vs. +) can be performed
under similar dual-task conditions.
Five subjects well trained in dual-task experiments
(including two of the authors) were presented with
rotated Ls or +s briefly flashed in the periphery of the
Figure 1. Animals do not pop out. (A) In response-terminated visual search, finding a picture containing an animal among up to 16 other pictures
yields search slopes and performance curves typical of serial visual search (40 msec/item). For comparison, performance of the same eight naı¨ve
subjects on well-known examples of parallel (rotated L vs. +) and serial (rotated L vs. T) search is also presented. (B) We considered the possibility
that subjects might be using longer times to make their decisions not because their visual system actually needed it, but simply because such time
was available: Due to a lack of confidence in the animal task, our subjects might have been tempted to wait more when the number of stimuli in the
array was increased. When search arrays were masked after 200 msec, subjects (eight other naı¨ve participants) could not adopt a strategy of waiting
and accumulating information before making a perceptual judgment. As a result, all search slopes were flat in this case. However, here again the
percentage correct in the animal task exhibited the same trend as the one for serial visual search.
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visual field and followed by a mask (the stimulus onset
asynchrony varied among subjects, between 80 and
120 msec). Five letters (Ts or Ls) were presented at
the same time at the center of the screen. In some
experimental blocks, the subjects were required to
respond to the peripheral stimulus. In other blocks,
they had to indicate whether the five central letters
were identical or not. In a certain number of blocks,
they were asked to perform both tasks simultaneously
while fixating at the center of the screen. For compar-
ison, we also asked our subjects to perform a peripheral
natural scene categorization task (animal vs. nonanimal)
under the same conditions: This task is known to result
in only minimal dual-task interference (Li et al., 2002).
Note that only two of the five subjects (LR and RV) had
previously practiced dual task with this animal versus
nonanimal peripheral task. Thus, a systematic difference
between this task and the rotated L versus + task cannot
be explained simply by the effects of practice.
Results are presented in Figure 2. For each subject
there was a dramatic decrease (t test, p < .0005) in
performance of the peripheral task (rotated L vs. +)
between the single- and dual-task conditions. There was
no such decrease ( p > .05) in the peripheral natural
scene categorization task (except for subject TJ, p = .02).
Thus, although the discrimination of Ls among +s is
largely accepted as an example of parallel task (see, e.g.,
Figure 1), the discrimination of the letter L or the + sign
cannot be performed when attentiondt is not available.
Depth-Rotated Cubes
Perhaps one of the most intriguing examples of parallel
search is the search for a target cube among distractor
cubes that differ only by their orientation in three-
dimensional space: Despite the seemingly complex or
‘‘high-level’’ nature of this task, reaction times were
found to increase only minimally with set size (Sun &
Perona, 1996; Enns & Rensink, 1990). Here we report that
such target and distractor cubes cannot be discriminated
when attentiondt is unavailable. The experimental para-
digm was identical to the one described in the previous
section. In short, the same five subjects were required to
discriminate between two possible depth-rotated cubes
under dual-task conditions. They performed this task in
alternation with an animal versus nonanimal task. The
cube stimuli were similar to those described by Sun and
Perona (1996). Results are presented in Figure 3, and
show a strong ( p < .005) decrease of performance of the
depth-rotated cubes discrimination task between the
single- and dual-task conditions.
DISCUSSION
The evidence reported here challenges a common as-
sumption about visual attention: that preattentivedt and
parallel processing are two equivalent ways to refer to
the same subset of visual discrimination tasks. This is
obviously wrong, because some tasks can be preattenti-
vedt but not parallel, and vice versa. In a more construc-
tive fashion, these results call for a refinement of the
accepted terminology of visual attention. We propose
one interpretation of these results based on the neuro-
nal processes likely to be involved in the different
discrimination tasks reviewed, in particular, neuronal
selectivities and receptive field sizes. This need not be
the only valid explanation, but it appears to us to be the
most sensible in light of our results.
Refining the Terminology of Visual Attention
What determines whether a task requires attentiondt?
Our results do not directly challenge the notion of
preattentive features (of the type proposed by Treisman
& Gelade, 1980, and Wolfe et al., 1989). But the present
results (together with those of Li et al., 2002) show that
such features cannot be labeled with a certain level of
complexity (i.e., are not limited to early cortical repre-
sentations), and that one should instead refer to a
hierarchy of preattentivedt features (this idea was first
introduced by Treisman herself, in 1988). In neural
terms, such preattentive features appear to be repre-
sented at various stages of the ventral pathway, from V1
to IT. To account for these results, we propose that a
feature, stimulus or object category is preattentivedt if
there exists a neuronal population selective to this
feature, stimulus, or object category, independent of
the cortical area involved (at least within the ventral
visual stream). Indeed, neurons in V1 are well known for
their selectivity to orientation (in columns) or color (in
blobs; Zeki, 1983), both feature dimensions being clearly
preattentivedt (e.g., Braun & Julesz, 1998). Similarly,
neurons selective for simple conjunctions of color and
orientation (such as carrots, zucchini, poppies, etc.) can
most likely be found in areas beyond V4 (Ghose & Ts’o,
1997; Gallant, Braun, & Van Essen, 1993; Desimone,
Schein, Moran, & Ungerleider, 1985; Zeki, 1983) or PIT
(Tanaka, 1993, 1996), whereas neurons in the more
anterior parts of the inferotemporal cortex in monkeys
or in the medial temporal lobe in humans can be highly
selective for particular categories of objects such as
animals or faces (Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2000; Desi-
mone, Albright, Gross, & Bruce, 1984; Perrett, Rolls, &
Caan, 1982; Gross, Rocha-Miranda, & Bender, 1972).
These selectivities could ensure that the corresponding
discrimination tasks (e.g., animal vs. nonanimal, carrot
vs. zucchini) can be performed without attentiondt.
Of course, we are not suggesting that in the case of
attentivedt tasks, there exists no neuronal population
that can potentially discriminate between the target and
distractors (for in that case, how could subjects ever
perform these tasks?). What we mean is precisely that for
such tasks, visual attentiondt is necessary to construct
the relevant neuronal selectivities. According to our
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Figure 2. Rotated L and + cannot be
discriminated in the near absence of
attentiondt (gray diamonds). For
comparison, the preattentivedt animal
versus nonanimal natural scene
categorization task was performed by
the same subjects in separate blocks
during the same experimental
sessions (black circles). (A) On each
trial, five letters (Ts or Ls) were
flashed at the center of the screen,
and a stimulus appeared at a random
location in the periphery after
53 msec. Both central and peripheral
stimuli were masked after
presentation, and the SOA was
determined individually for each
subject (varying between 133 and
200 msec in the central task, and
between 80 and 120 msec in the
peripheral task). In some experimental
blocks (gray diamonds), the peripheral
stimulus was either the letter L or the +
sign (randomly rotated), while in other
blocks (black circles), the peripheral
stimulus was a natural scene
containing one or more animals on half
the trials. On different blocks, the
subjects were instructed to perform
either the central (Are the five letters
identical or different?) or the
peripheral (Is it an L or a +? Is there an
animal or not?) tasks in isolation, or to
perform both tasks simultaneously.
The results are presented in the form of
attention-operating characteristics
(AOC), with central performance
plotted on the horizontal axis and
peripheral performance on the vertical
axis. By convention, in the single-task
condition the performance level of the
‘‘to-be-ignored’’ task is set to chance
level (50%). (B) Individual results show
that although most subjects can
perform the animal versus nonanimal
categorization task simultaneously
with the central letter discrimination
task without a significant cost ( p > .05;
except for subject TJ, p = .02), their
performance of the peripheral rotated
L versus + discrimination task suffers
considerably ( p < .0005) in the
ual-task condition. (C) These results
are summarized in a normalized AOC
plot. Each black circle or gray diamond
corresponds to a particular subject’s
performance in dual-task, normalized
to the corresponding level of
performance in the single-task
condition (a linear transformation
brings single-task performance to
100% while leaving chance level at
50%). The difference between the
levels of performance achieved with
little or no attentiondt in animal versus
nonanimal task and the rotated
L versus + task is particularly apparent
here.
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Figure 3. (A) Depth-rotated
cubes cannot be discriminated in
the near absence of
attentiondt (gray diamonds). As
previously, the preattentivedt
animal versus nonanimal
natural scene categorization task
was performed (for
comparison) by the same
subjects during the same
experimental sessions (black
circles). The SOA for the central
task and peripheral animal
versus nonanimal task was the
same as in the experiment
depicted in Figure 2, while the SOA
for the peripheral depth-rotated
cubes task varied between 120 and
200 msec. Notations as in Figure 2.
(B) Here again, individual results
show that whereas our subjects can
detect the presence of an animal in
a natural scene while
simultaneously performing the
central task without a significant
cost ( p > .05), their performance
of the peripheral depth-rotated
cubes discrimination task is greatly
impaired ( p < .005) under the
same conditions. (C) Normalized
AOC plot.
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results and the previous literature (Lee et al., 1999;
Braun, 1998), this would be the case when discriminat-
ing rotated letters (L vs. T or +), depth-rotated cubes, or
bisected two-color disks. It is likely that for such tasks,
attentiondt is required to mediate a more detailed
analysis, possibly involving mental rotations or binding.
Other authors had previously considered relating
preattentive processes to the ‘‘feed-forward visual sys-
tem’’ (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000), but could not pursue
this idea because of the consistent failure of demon-
strating parallel search for simple feature conjunctions
or objects. In other words, some features (e.g., faces)
corresponding to feed-forward neuronal selectivities did
not appear to yield preattentivevs processing. Here we
propose that such an equivalence can in fact be estab-
lished when only one attentional resource, attentiondt,
is considered.
In theory, preattentivedt implies parallel, but in
practice, the latter is constrained by the size of
receptive fields
In the terminology of Treisman and Gelade (1980) or
Wolfe et al. (1989), preattentive features can be pro-
cessed in ‘‘parallel.’’ We believe this to be the case but
(because of the preceding point) with particular con-
straints. We note that in the examples presented in this
paper (see summary in Figure 4), the ‘‘preattentivedt’’
tasks that result in parallel visual search seem to rely
on neuronal selectivities present in early visual areas
Figure 4. Summary of results
and hypothesis. (A) Two
independent dimensions are
needed to account for the
variety of visual discrimination
tasks: one with respect to visual
search performance (the
‘‘parallel versus serial’’
dimension), the other with
respect to dual-task
performance (the
‘‘preattentivedt vs. attentivedt’’
dimension). In addition to
well-known tasks that can be
defined as ‘‘both parallel and
preattentivedt’’ (e.g.,
orientation or color
discrimination; Braun & Julesz,
1998; Treisman and Gelade,
1980) or ‘‘both serial and
attentivedt’’ (e.g., rotated L vs.
T, two-color bisected disks; Lee
et al., 1999; Bergen & Julesz,
1983), we presented
experimental evidence for
‘‘serial and preattentivedt’’
visual tasks (animal vs.
nonanimal natural scene
categorization, or
color-orientation conjunction;
Li et al., 2002; Braun & Julesz,
1998; Treisman & Gelade, 1980)
as well as ‘‘parallel and
attentivedt’’ tasks (rotated L vs.
+, depth-rotated cubes; Sun
and Perona, 1996; Enns and
Rensink, 1990; Bergen & Julesz,
1983). (B) Decision tree
accounting for the different
classes of discrimination tasks, as revealed by dual tasks and visual search. We propose that a task is preattentivedt if there exists neuronal populations
that respond selectively to targets and distractors, independent of the cortical area involved. Without such selective neuronal populations, attentiondt
will be necessary to dynamically construct the required selectivities, for example, by mediating further operations such as binding or mental rotations.
Pop out (parallel processing) relies in general on neural mechanisms taking place in early visual areas (V1–V2), where small receptive fields (RFs) and
lateral or feedback interactions outside the classical receptive field (e.g., grouping, segmentation) can work to isolate the target from the distractors.
If the corresponding discrimination task is preattentivedt, these early mechanisms can result in the parallel discrimination of targets and distractors
(e.g., orientation, color); otherwise, the presence of an odd item can still be detected in parallel (pop-out effect), but its identity will not be registered
in the absence of attentiondt (rotated L vs. +, depth-rotated cubes). ‘‘Intermediate’’ arrows at the last level illustrate the fact that visual search
performance appears to lie on a continuum (Nakayama & Joseph, 1998; Wolfe 1998; Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
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(e.g., orientation, color), while those that result in serial
visual search probably rely on higher level neuronal
selectivities (color-orientation conjunctions, animals,
faces). These differences in neuronal selectivities are
usually accompanied by differences in the size of the
neuronal receptive fields (Desimone, Moran, & Spitzer,
1988). Thus we propose that the extent to which our
preattentivedt features can be discriminated in parallel is
an inverse function of the receptive field size of the
neurons that represent this feature. At higher levels of
the ventral hierarchy, only very few ‘‘features’’ can be
processed in parallel, and the corresponding stimuli
must be well enough separated to avoid having a target
and a distractor falling within a single receptive field.
This could explain why a recent study by Rousselet,
Fabre-Thorpe, and Thorpe (2002) found that two natu-
ral scenes can be processed in parallel (in an animal vs.
nonanimal categorization task) when they are presented
to the left and right of fixation, and thus activate very
distinct neuronal populations (most probably in differ-
ent hemispheres). With receptive fields covering the
entire visual field, there could be no parallel processing,
even when the target is defined as a preattentivedt
feature. This idea is still speculation at this time, but it
can be experimentally tested because it predicts that
performance in visual search for preattentivedt features
should increase as display density decreases—a
property that has been verified for simple feature
conjunctions (Berger & McLeod, 1996; Cohen & Ivry,
1991), but could be more systematically investigated.
Note that this idea could also explain why certain
studies find that color-orientation conjunction search
is serial (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980), and other
studies find the same conjunction search to be parallel
(e.g., Wolfe et al., 1989): Interstimulus distance and
receptive field clutter might account, at least in part, for
this discrepancy.
Parallel does not imply preattentivedt
We have shown that pop-out can also occur for features
that are not discriminated without attentiondt (such as
an L among +s, or depth-rotated cubes). What then
underlies this parallel search, if we assume that atten-
tiondt is a limited resource that cannot be deployed
simultaneously across the entire search array? In this
case, we propose that parallel search might rely on
center-surround and lateral interaction mechanisms oc-
curring at early stages of the cortical hierarchy (Gilbert,
Das, Ito, Kapadia, & Westheimer, 1996; Gilbert, 1992;
Ts’o, Gilbert, & Wiesel, 1986; Allman, Miezin, & McGuin-
ness, 1985). Examples of such possible mechanisms
include distractor grouping (Duncan & Humphreys,
1989), surface integration (He & Nakayama, 1992; Na-
kayama & Shimojo, 1992) and texture segmentation
(Julesz, 1975, 1981, 1986): each of these mechanisms
has already been demonstrated to facilitate ‘‘efficient’’
visual search. The common factor among these integra-
tion processes is that they can reveal the location of a
‘‘salient’’ item (e.g., an item that ‘‘sticks out’’ of the
texture or surface defined by surrounding elements)
without necessarily having direct access to its identity.
In other words, the presence of an odd element, rather
than its identity, could mediate this pop-out effect. In fact,
this type of pop-out display (i.e., the entire search array,
with the target ‘‘sticking out’’ of the surrounding items)
might itself be thought of as a preattentive feature, at a
rather coarse scale of processing (Nakayama & Joseph,
1998; see, e.g., Braun, 1993; Braun & Julesz, 1998). The
distinction between this type of parallel detection of an
odd item and the parallel discrimination of targets and
distractors described previously (Point 2) has already
been suggested by Wolfe (1992; see also Duncan &
Humphreys, 1989; Sagi & Julesz, 1985; Beck, 1966).
In practice, dual-task performance can reveal whether
a visual feature or property is preattentivedt (Point 1),
whereas visual search performance can reflect both
parallel discrimination (which requires that a preatten-
tivedt feature be represented in early enough areas with
small receptive fields; Point 2) and low-level grouping
and segmentation mechanisms that work to isolate the
target but are blind to its identity (Point 3). It is no
surprise therefore that there appears to be a continuum
of visual search performance (Nakayama & Joseph, 1998;
Wolfe, 1998; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989), reflecting the
relative participation of each mechanism, and the fact
that parallel discrimination could vary gradually with the
cortical level of representation of the preattentivedt
feature (and thus the receptive field size; Treisman &
Gormican, 1988).
The theory sketched here in coarse lines leaves aside,
for now, a number of observations. For instance, our
account of preattentive orientation discrimination con-
centrates on first-order, luminance-defined orientation.
There is ample evidence that other, second-order mech-
anisms based on texture or color cues can support
efficient orientation processing (e.g., Bravo & Blake,
1990; Cavanagh, Arguin, & Treisman, 1990), and that
categorical properties such as ‘‘steepness’’ versus ‘‘shal-
lowness’’ can also facilitate visual search (Wolfe, Fried-
man-Hill, Stewart, & O’Connell, 1992). A full account of
attention and visual search would have to consider these
and other mechanisms.
Our results will hopefully help to make sense of the
large body of (often conflicting) experimental data on
visual attention. Specifically, our interpretation suggests
that the role of visual attention can be twofold: (1) to
dynamically generate neuronal selectivities that are not
explicitly implemented in the visual system at the level
of single neurons (a role compatible with the ‘‘feature-
integration theory’’ of attention and related proposals;
Wolfe et al., 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and/or (2)
to resolve spatial ambiguities that arise when multiple
stimuli fall into the same receptive field (a role similar
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to that proposed in the ‘‘biased-competition frame-
work’’; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Moran & Desi-
mone, 1985; see also Mozer & Sitton, 1998; Motter,
1993). The present results illustrate the conditions
under which each of these two attentional mechanisms
can be revealed.
METHODS
Visual Search Experiments
The subjects were seated in a dark room, 120 cm from a
computer screen piloted from an Apple G4 computer.
They performed three different search tasks in alternat-
ing blocks of 96 trials. In one task, they had to search for
a natural scene containing one or more animals (mam-
mals as well as insects, reptiles, birds, or fish) among a
number of scenes containing no animal (e.g., landscapes
with trees, city scenes with buildings, vehicles, indoor
scenes, etc.); in the other two tasks, they were required
to search for the letter L among a number of Ts or a
number of + signs. All three of these symbols were
synthesized from the same two bars perpendicular to
each other, and randomly rotated. The symbols sub-
tended roughly 1.58, while each natural scene subtended
approximately 3.58  2.58. In all three tasks, the search
array could contain 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, or 16 stimuli. In half
of the trials the search array contained one target. The
stimuli were randomly arranged on a 4  4 lattice that
subtended 158  108. Their exact position with respect
to the lattice was slightly shifted randomly in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions to avoid the effects of
stimulus alignment.
In one condition, 8 naı¨ve subjects were required to
perform the three search tasks in response-terminated
conditions: They were asked to press one key when
the target was present, and another when the target
was absent, the search array remaining visible until
the response.
In another condition, 8 other naı¨ve subjects were
asked to perform the three search tasks in a go/no-go
fashion: They held down the mouse button to run the
sequence of trials; each stimulus in the array was masked
200 msec after presentation; the subjects were required
to release the mouse button as fast as possible when
they detected a target, and to keep pressing it otherwise.
For the three symbols (L, +, T), the mask was another
symbol made of a combination of the target and dis-
tractor stimuli, and rotated by the same angle as the
masked symbol. For the natural scenes, eight different
masks were used, each one a mixture of white noise at
different spatial frequencies on which a naturalistic
colored texture was superimposed.
Dual-Task Experiments
The subjects were seated in a dark room, 120 cm from a
computer screen piloted from a SGI O2 workstation. All
5 subjects, including two of the authors, were well
trained in dual-task experiments. Each trial was orga-
nized as follows. The subjects were asked to fixate on a
central cross. At time t = 0, the cross disappeared and
was replaced by five randomly rotated letters placed
randomly on a 3  3 lattice occupying roughly 28 at the
center of the screen; the letters could be 5 Ls, 5 Ts, 4 Ls
and 1 T, or 4 Ts and 1 L. After 53 msec, a stimulus was
flashed (for 27 msec) in the periphery, at a random
location centered on an imaginary rectangle subtending
108  88; thus the eccentricity of the peripheral stimulus
was on average between 48 and 58. In the natural scene
categorization task, the peripheral stimulus was a natural
scene (subtending roughly 58  38) that contained one
or more animals on half of the trials. In the rotated
L versus + discrimination task, the peripheral stimulus
was either the letter L or the + sign (with equal
probability). Both symbols were approximately 18 in
size, and randomly rotated on each trial. In the depth-
rotated cubes task, the peripheral stimulus was a shaded
cube (measuring approximately 1.58) of two possible
orientations in depth (which were equiprobable), each
with a different illumination angle (see Figure 3A). Each
peripheral stimulus was masked after a stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) that was determined individually for
each subject to ensure a performance level of approxi-
mately 80% on the single peripheral task. For the natural
scene categorization task, eight different masks were
used, each one a mixture of white noise at different
spatial frequencies on which a naturalistic colored tex-
ture was superimposed. For the rotated L versus + task,
the mask was a combination of the two symbols, rotated
with the same angle as the masked stimulus. For the
depth-rotated cubes task, the mask was a collage of parts
of the two stimulus cubes. The five central letters were
also masked after a ‘‘central SOA’’ that was determined
individually for each subject to ensure a performance
level of the central task of about 80%. In the ‘‘central
task’’ condition, the subjects were required to focus at
the center of the screen and ignore the peripheral
stimuli; they were asked to press one key if the central
five letters were identical, and another if one letter was
different from the others. In the ‘‘peripheral task’’
condition, subjects were asked to fixate at the center
of the screen and discriminate the peripheral stimuli.
Depending on their previous dual-task experience, three
of the five subjects responded to the target stimulus by
releasing the mouse button (no response was required
for the distractor stimulus), while the other two (LE and
TJ) responded using one key on target trials and another
on distractor trials. (Note that the results obtained with
these two response modes were compatible.) For the
natural scene categorization task, the targets were
scenes containing one or more animals. For the rotated
L versus + task, the target was the letter L. For the
depth-rotated cubes task, the target was the cube facing
down and illuminated from below. Under the dual-task
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condition, the subjects were asked to fixate at the center
and perform both the central and peripheral tasks
simultaneously. They were instructed to keep their
performance of the central task at comparable levels in
the single- and dual-task conditions. The experiment was
performed in three 1-h daily sessions, in which subjects
alternated between the single central, single peripheral,
and dual-task conditions; in all three conditions, the
rotated L versus + and the depth-rotated cubes tasks
were always performed in alternation with the animal
versus nonanimal task.
Performance levels in blocks of the single- and dual-
task conditions were compared using a t test. For the
animal versus nonanimal task, the comparison between
single- and dual-task conditions was made over all blocks,
whether they were presented in alternation with the
rotated L versus + or the depth-rotated cubes blocks.
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